Prevention of muscle atrophy caused by reduced mechanical loading in microgravity conditions remains a challenge for long-duration spaceflight. To combat leg muscle atrophy, astronauts on the International Space Station (ISS) often perform squat exercise using the Advanced Resistive Exercise Device (ARED). While the ARED is effective at building muscle strength and volume on Earth, NASA researchers do not know how closely ARED squat exercise on the ISS replicates Earth-level squat muscle moments, or how small variations in exercise form affect muscle loading. This study used dynamic simulations of ARED squat exercise on the ISS to address these two questions. A multibody dynamic model of the complete astronaut-ARED system was constructed in OpenSim. With the ARED base locked to ground and gravity set to 9.81 m/s 2 , we validated the model by reproducing muscle moments, ground reaction forces, and foot center of pressure (CoP) positions for ARED squat exercise on Earth. With the ARED base free to move relative to the ISS and gravity set to zero, we then used the validated model to simulate ARED squat exercise on the ISS for a reference squat motion and eight altered squat motions involving changes in anterior-posterior (AP) foot or CoP position on the ARED footplate. The reference squat motion closely reproduced Earth-level muscle moments for all joints except the ankle. For the altered squat motions, changing the foot position was more effective at altering muscle moments than was changing the CoP position. All CoP adjustments introduced an undesirable shear foot reaction force that could cause the feet to slip on the ARED footplate, while some foot and CoP adjustments introduced an undesirable sagittal plane foot reaction moment that would cause the astronaut to rotate off the ARED footplate without the use of some type of foot fixation. Our results provide potentially useful information for achieving desired increases or decreases in specific muscle moments during ARED squat exercise performed on the ISS.
Introduction
NASA is planning to return human beings to the Moon by the year 2020 as a stepping stone for a subsequent manned mission to Mars [1] . However, how to maintain muscle mass in microgravity conditions remains a technological challenge [2] [3] [4] [5] . For any activity, reduced gravity leads to reduced mechanical loading on muscles, which in turn can lead to reduced muscle mass (i.e., atrophy). Muscle atrophy could hinder an astronaut's ability to complete mission-critical tasks, could put an astronaut at increased risk of muscle strain injuries while performing those tasks, and could limit normal function upon return to Earth [2] .
Because maintenance of muscle mass is such a critical issue, NASA researchers have developed a number of specialized exercise devices for long-duration spaceflight [3] . One of those devices, the ARED, is currently in use on the ISS [6] . The ARED allows astronauts to perform a wide variety of high resistance exercises, including parallel squat exercise for maintaining leg muscle mass. To minimize force transmission to the ISS during exercise, the ARED can rotate and translate relative to the ISS via a vibration isolation system (VIS). During squat exercise, the astronaut holds the ARED shoulder bar across the shoulders while standing on the ARED footplate. Two vacuum cylinders then apply a compressive load to the astronaut between the shoulder bar and the footplate. Vacuum cylinder loads are typically set to an Earth-level value plus 70% of body weight (BW) to account for the lack of gravity.
Though the ARED has been shown to be as effective as free weights for building muscle strength and volume on Earth [6] , the extent to which ARED squat exercise on the ISS achieves Earthequivalent back and leg muscle moments remains unknown [7] . It is also unknown how small variations in the way ARED squat exercise is performed would affect muscle moments. The primary reason is that the necessary experimental equipment is not currently available on the ISS [3] . Without this equipment, the experimental data needed to estimate joint moments via inverse dynamics cannot be obtained [8] . While raw video of squat exercise on the ISS could be used to estimate astronaut and ARED joint motions, no options currently exist for estimating foot reaction forces during ARED squat exercise. Thus, an alternate approach-such as one that uses computational simulations [8, 9] -is needed to estimate how well back and leg muscle moments produced by ARED squat exercise on the ISS replicate muscle moments produced by ARED squat exercise on Earth.
This study utilized computational simulations to estimate back and leg muscle moments experienced by astronauts during ARED squat exercise on the ISS. The two questions to be answered were the following: (1) How closely does ARED squat exercise on the ISS using a 70% BW replacement load replicate Earth-level back and leg muscle moments? (2) How much, and in what way, would two simple foot-related adjustments (a change in AP foot position or CoP position on the ARED footplate) alter back and leg muscle moments during ARED squat exercise on the ISS? To answer these questions, we developed a three-dimensional multibody dynamic model of the complete astronaut-ARED system in OpenSim [10] and used it to simulate ARED squat exercise on both Earth and the ISS. Inputs to the model were sagittal plane joint motions of the human body (back, hips, knees, and ankles), while outputs were sagittal plane muscle moments, sagittal plane motion of the ARED, out-of-plane motion of the human body joints, and shoulder and foot reaction forces (including foot CoP positions) produced by the exercise. Experimental data were used to define two reference ARED squat motions, one for a human subject on Earth, and one for an astronaut on the ISS. To validate the model, we first used the reference squat motion from Earth as model inputs and showed that model outputs closely reproduced Earthbased experimental ground reactions and muscle moments. To address our two main questions with the validated model, we then used the reference squat motion from the ISS, modified as necessary to account for the two foot-related adjustments, as model inputs and predicted the same model outputs on the ISS. Our results provide insight into the likely effectiveness of ARED squat exercise for maintaining leg muscle mass on the ISS and into how simple foot-related adjustments might alter the distribution of leg and back muscle moments.
Methods
Computational Model Development. To perform our proposed study, we constructed a three-dimensional multibody dynamic model of the complete astronaut-ARED system in OpenSim (Fig. 1, see Appendix) . Modeling the entire system was necessary so that joint moments produced by the astronaut's leg and back muscles could be predicted without the use of ground reaction force data, which are currently not available for ARED squat exercise on the ISS. The model combined three-dimensional computer-aided design (CAD) geometry of ARED machine components obtained from the NASA Glenn Space Center with a published three-dimensional full-body OpenSim skeletal model available online [12] . 2 We modified the kinematic structure of the published OpenSim skeletal model so that it would work within the framework of the combined astronaut-ARED model. The model initially possessed 37 degrees-of-freedom (DOFs). We locked all upper-body joints and both toe joints in positions consistent with a squat motion, leaving 21 DOFs. We then changed the joint structure of the model by replacing the 6 DOF ground-to-pelvis joint with a 6 DOF ground-to-shoulders joint. This change allowed OpenSim to calculate inverse dynamic loads at the shoulders rather than the pelvis using a bottom-up approach. The remaining joints included a lower back and both hips modeled as ball-and-socket joints, both knees modeled as pin joints, and both ankles modeled as two nonintersecting pin joints.
Once the full-body OpenSim skeletal model was modified, we defined the kinematic structure of the ARED and how the skeletal model integrated with it. The ARED kinematic structure was modeled entirely in the sagittal plane. The VIS connecting the ARED to the ISS was modeled using a single 3 DOF planar joint, with each axis controlled by a passive spring-damper. All remaining ARED joints were modeled as unactuated pin joints. Where two pin joints along the same medial-lateral axis existed in the actual ARED, only a single pin joint located at the midline of the device was used in the model. The shoulders of the skeletal model were connected to the ARED shoulder bar via a 3 DOF planar joint with the two translations locked to permit calculation of two reaction forces. Each foot of the skeletal model was connected to the ARED footplate via a weld constraint that permitted calculation of six reaction quantities (three forces and three torques) with respect to the heel of each foot.
The kinematic structure of the resulting model included two closed kinematic chains. Excluding the VIS, the astronaut-ARED system essentially formed a seven-link closed kinematic chain possessing four DOFs in the sagittal plane. A closed chain in the frontal plane also existed involving the ARED footplate and the lower body and pelvis of the skeletal model, making the reaction forces redundant in the two weld constraints between the feet and ARED footplate. However, since OpenSim automatically splits redundant reaction forces in weld constraints, identical reaction forces were generated by the model between each foot and the ARED footplate.
We used the resulting astronaut-ARED model to develop a hybrid approach for simulating ARED squat exercise on Earth or the ISS. The approach was a "hybrid" in that it combined forward and inverse dynamic simulation methods. Specifically, the sagittal plane joint motions of the human body (back, hips, knees, and ankles) were prescribed as time-varying inputs to each simulation, while the sagittal plane motion of the ARED, the out-of-plane motion of the body, the shoulder and foot reaction forces (including foot CoP positions), and the sagittal plane muscle moments (back, hips, knees, and ankles) produced by the body were predicted as time-varying outputs (i.e., simultaneous forward and inverse dynamic solutions for different parts of the model). Sagittal plane joint motion inputs were the same for both legs, completely defining the kinematics of the effective seven-link closed kinematic chain and ensuring that the out-of-plane motions of the hips and ankles would always be symmetric. Muscle moment outputs (i.e., the net moments produced by muscles spanning each joint) were treated as an indicator of the magnitude of the muscle forces required to produce a given squat motion. Additional simulation inputs were constant model parameter values, including the value of gravitational acceleration, the value of the two vacuum cylinder loads (assumed to be equal and constant), the AP position of the feet on the ARED footplate, and the initial positions and velocities of the VIS DOFs (ISS simulations only). To implement the hybrid solution approach in OpenSim, we used an OpenSim forward dynamic simulation since an OpenSim inverse dynamic analysis would require that the motion of all DOFs in the model be prescribed, which would produce unrealistic nonzero moments at unactuated ARED joints.
Experimental Data Analysis. We used experimental movement data to define a reference ARED squat motion on Earth and on the ISS. For the Earth-based reference motion, we obtained experimental data previously collected from a male subject (height 1.75 m, mass 76 kg) who performed ARED squat exercise at NASA Johnson Space Center [13] . Institutional review board approval and subject informed consent were obtained prior to testing. Data included surface marker positions measured by a 12-camera motion capture system (BTS Bioengineering S.p.A., Milan, Italy) and ground reaction forces and moments measured by two force plates (Model 9261, Kistler Instruments AG, Winterthur, Switzerland). Surface markers were placed over the lower back (sacrum) and the right and left shoulders (acromiums), approximate hip centers (greater trochanters), approximate knee centers (lateral epicondyles), approximate ankle centers (lateral malleoli), heels, and toe tips. Force platforms were placed sideby-side on the ARED footplate to allow independent measurements for each foot. The ARED vacuum cylinder loads were selected based on the maximum load for which the subject could perform 12 repetitions [14] , which is indicative of 70-75% of the subject's one repetition maximum [15] . One representative cycle of squat data was selected for analysis, where a cycle was defined to be from the most extended to the most flexed posture and back to the most extended posture.
We used OpenSim to analyze the selected cycle of surface marker and ground reaction data and generate a reference squat motion for Earth, including reference muscle moments. First, we performed a model scaling analysis that used static trial marker data to scale the skeletal portion of our OpenSim model. Next, we performed an inverse kinematic analysis that used the scaled skeletal model and dynamic marker data to determine the subject's joint motions over the squat cycle. Finally, we performed an inverse dynamic analysis that used the scaled skeletal model, joint motions from inverse kinematics, and ground reactions measured experimentally to estimate the corresponding muscle moments and shoulder forces. These quantities were needed for subsequent evaluation of the complete astronaut-ARED model. For each moment and force, the largest value near the middle of the squat cycle was selected for analysis. In addition, we calculated AP CoP position relative to the heel from the experimental ground reaction data for each foot. Results from the right and left legs were averaged based on symmetry. The ARED portion of the OpenSim model was not used for any of these tasks.
For the ISS-based reference motion, we analyzed a NASA YouTube video of a male astronaut (height 1.68 m, mass 75 kg) performing ARED squat exercise on the ISS [11] (Fig. 1) . The video provided a sagittal plane view of the astronaut and the entire ARED moving with respect to the ISS. We selected key identifiable landmarks on the astronaut and ARED for manual digitization. We then used DLTdv5 [16] , a freely available video digitization program for MATLAB, to digitize the two-dimensional locations of the landmarks over one complete squat cycle. We scaled the digitized points by the known dimensions of two ARED components to convert the resulting point motion data into units of meters.
Similar to the Earth situation, we used OpenSim to analyze the measured point motion data and generate a reference squat motion for the ISS. First, we performed a model scaling analysis that used the known height of the astronaut and the average distances between digitized points defining segments lengths to scale the skeletal portion of our OpenSim model. Next, we added markers to the complete astronaut-ARED model in locations corresponding to the digitized points, and we offset the model markers in the lateral direction to a common sagittal plane to facilitate alignment with the two-dimensional digitized point locations. We also adjusted the AP location of the feet on the ARED footplate to reflect the placement used on the ISS. Finally, we performed an inverse kinematic analysis that used the complete astronaut-ARED model and the digitized points to determine the astronaut's joint motions within the ARED and ARED motion relative to the ISS. Unlike for the Earth situation, the complete model was used to perform the inverse kinematic analysis due to motion of the ARED relative to the ISS, and no muscle moments or shoulder forces could be calculated using only the skeletal portion of the model due to the lack of foot reaction force data on the ISS.
Reference Motion Simulation on Earth. We evaluated the complete model's ability to predict muscle moments, foot reaction forces, AP CoP positions, and shoulder reaction forces accurately by comparing simulation and experimental results for ARED squat exercise on Earth (Fig. 2) . Simulation results were generated by performing an OpenSim forward dynamic simulation as described above using the complete astronaut-ARED model, where the skeletal portion of the model was scaled to be consistent with the subject on Earth. Sagittal plane motion inputs for the back, hips, knees, and ankles were taken from the Earth-based reference motion, gravitational acceleration was set to 9.81 m/s 2 , and the 3 DOFs in the VIS were locked to prevent ARED motion relative to ground. No ground reaction force data were input since the complete model predicts these data. Foot positions on the ARED footplate and vacuum cylinder loads used in the Earth-based experiments were not available from NASA. Consequently, we made manual adjustments to the AP position of the feet on the ARED footplate and the magnitude of the vacuum cylinder loads until the simulation produced the best match (i.e., minimum sum of squares of errors) with experimental ground reaction forces and shoulder forces. 2 Experimental determination of muscle moments and foot and shoulder forces during ARED squat exercise on Earth (left) and computational simulation of the same quantities on Earth (right). Gravity was set to 9.81 m/s 2 and the ARED base was locked to ground. For the experiment, measured foot reaction forces (green arrows) were inputs to an OpenSim skeletal model, while muscle moments and shoulder force (yellow arrows) were outputs calculated via an inverse dynamic approach. For the simulation, calibrated ARED vacuum cylinder loads (green arrows) were inputs to a complete astronaut-ARED OpenSim model, while muscle moments, shoulder force, and foot reaction force (yellow arrows) were outputs calculated via a hybrid forward-inverse dynamic approach. Arrows are only for graphical representation of the various input and output quantities. Muscle moment arrows for joints other than the hips have been omitted for clarity.
Reference Motion Simulation on the ISS. We also used the complete model to predict muscle moments, foot reaction forces, AP CoP positions, and shoulder reaction forces for ARED squat exercise on the ISS so that the simulation results could be compared with experimental results for ARED squat exercise on Earth (Fig. 3) . Simulation results were again generated by performing an OpenSim forward dynamic simulation using the complete astronaut-ARED model, where the skeletal portion of the model was scaled to be consistent with the astronaut on the ISS. Sagittal plane motion inputs for the back, hips, knees, and ankles were taken from the ISS-based reference motion, gravitational acceleration was set to 0 m/s 2 , and the 3 DOFs in the VIS were unlocked to allow ARED motion relative to the ISS. For the VIS DOFs, the spring-damper parameter values and initial conditions were selected to reproduce motion on the ISS. The load in the two vacuum cylinders was set to the Earth-level value plus a 70% BW replacement load. Simulation predictions were compared with Earth-based experimental results to estimate how closely ARED squat exercise on the ISS reproduces Earth-level muscle, foot, and shoulder loads.
Altered Motion Simulations on the ISS. In addition, we simulated eight altered ARED squat motions on the ISS to investigate whether two simple foot-related adjustments could produce large changes in muscle moments. The two adjustments were: (1) an AP shift in the average CoP position (615 cm) while keeping the foot position the same on the ARED footplate, and (2) an AP shift in foot position (615 cm) while keeping the average CoP position the same on the ARED footplate (Table 1) . Since the skeletal portion of the model functioned within a closed kinematic chain, simulating these two foot-related adjustments required altering the reference squat motion for the ISS.
To generate altered input motions for any given foot position, we developed an analytical optimization procedure. The procedure assumed that for a given foot position on the ARED footplate, the desired average AP CoP position was achieved by keeping the reference knee and back motions the same and offsetting the reference ankle and hip motions by the smallest constant amounts possible. We made these assumptions since knee motion defines squat depth, which we wanted to keep the same, and since lumbar bending was minimal and nearly identical for the reference squat motions on Earth and the ISS. For each altered motion condition, we first moved the feet to the desired AP position on the ARED footplate. We then performed an initial simulation using the reference squat motion for the ISS to determine the corresponding average AP CoP position. We next approximated the desired CoP position as a linear function of the unknown ankle and hip angle offsets using a two-variable first-order Taylor series expansion
In this equation, y is the unknown ankle angle offset, z is the unknown hip angle offset, f ð0; 0Þ is the average AP CoP position given by the initial simulation with both offsets set to zero, f ðy; zÞ is the desired average AP CoP position to be achieved by the smallest possible offsets y and z, and the two partial derivatives @f ð0; 0Þ=@y and @f ð0; 0Þ=@z are found using finite differencing methods. Rearranging Eq. 
The underdetermined linear equation Ax ¼ b in Eq. (2) was solved in MATLAB for the two unknown angle offsets using the matrix pseudo inverse, which provided the minimum magnitude solution
After offsetting the ankle and hip motion curves by the calculated values, we performed a final simulation to calculate the resulting ground reaction forces, muscle moments, and shoulder forces and to verify that the desired average AP CoP position was achieved.
Results
Reference Motion Simulation on Earth. Comparisons between Earth simulated and Earth experimental forces, moments, and CoP positions are provided in Fig. 4 and Table 2 (top). Percent root-mean-square (rms) differences between experimental and Fig. 3 Motion sequence for computational simulation of muscle moments and foot and shoulder forces during ARED squat exercise on the ISS. Gravity was set to zero and the ARED base was free to translate and rotate relative to the ISS through the VIS. Table 1 simulated curves were less than or equal to 8.2% for all quantities except CoP position, which had a difference of 11.7%. Correlation coefficients (r values) between experimental and simulated curves were greater than or equal to 0.89 for all quantities except the ankle moment, which had a lower r value of 0.73 but also a smaller amplitude than the knee, hip, and back moments. The axial and shear foot reaction forces were predicted with percent rms differences being less than or equal to 4.2% and r values being greater than or equal to 0.90.
Reference Motion Simulation on the ISS.
Comparisons between ISS simulated and Earth experimental forces, moments, and CoP positions are provided in Fig. 5 and Table 2 (bottom). Simulated muscle moments on the ISS were within a 12% rms difference of corresponding Earth-level muscle moments. Associated r values were greater than or equal to 0.94 except for the ankle moment, whose lower r value of 0.72 was accompanied by a lower moment value compared to the knee, hip, and back. Percent rms differences between Earth experimental and ISS simulated shoulder forces were greater than 55% due to the large BW replacement load on the ISS, while percent rms differences between Earth and ISS foot reaction forces were less than or equal to 11%. The CoP position was about 7 cm closer to the heel during the ISS simulation than during the Earth experiment.
Altered Motion Simulations on the ISS. Changes in simulated muscle moments and shear foot reaction force on the ISS due to AP changes in CoP and foot position are provided in Fig. 6 . Changing foot position had a larger effect on peak muscle moments than did changing average CoP position. In general, moving the CoP backward (forward) produced similar direction but smaller amplitude changes in peak muscle moments as did moving the feet forward (backward). In all cases, peak knee moment changes were in the opposite direction to peak back, hip, and ankle moment changes. For altered CoP positions, the peak ankle moment changed the most, while for altered foot positions, the peak back moment changed the most. An important difference between the two foot-related adjustments was that AP foot position changes did not alter the nearzero shear foot reaction force, while AP CoP position changes caused it to increase by up to 15% in the forward or backward direction.
Discussion
This study simulated ARED squat exercise on the ISS allowing for realistic ARED motion relative to the ISS. The accuracy of our muscle moment predictions on Earth gives us confidence that our predictions on the ISS should be within about 6% rms error as well. Overall, our simulation results suggest that ARED squat exercise on the ISS performed with a 70% BW replacement load may reproduce Earth-level muscle moments well. Increasing the gravity replacement load to 100% BW, which would be much less comfortable for astronauts [17] , would likely not make muscle moments closer to those on Earth. While moving the CoP or foot position forward or backward on the ARED footplate altered muscle moments across joints in a stereotypical manner, changing the foot position would likely be the preferred approach since larger moment changes can be achieved without increasing shear forces under the feet. Two factors help explain why a 70% BW replacement load appears to reproduce Earth-level muscle moments well but with slightly lower back and hip moments and a slightly higher knee moment. The first factor involves the normal weight distribution in the human body. On average, approximately 70% of BW is present above the hips [18] . Thus, a 70% BW replacement load would theoretically cause the hips to experience approximately the same load as on Earth, the back to experience a slightly higher load since the influence of weight from the pelvis (not experienced on Earth) is added, and the knees to experience a slightly lower load since the influence of weight from the thighs (experienced on Earth) is omitted. Indeed, when we performed an additional forward dynamic simulation where we applied the Earthbased reference motion and foot position to ARED squat exercise on the ISS, we found that the peak back moment was about 6% higher than on Earth, the peak hip moment about 3% higher, and the peak knee moment about 2% lower, consistent with the reasoning above. Thus, the normal weight distribution in the human body can explain why a 70% BW replacement load works well, but it cannot explain why the back and hip moments are slightly lower than on Earth and the knee moment slightly higher.
The second factor, which involves how ARED squat motion on the ISS differs from that on Earth, may help explain the minor muscle moment differences noted above. The astronaut modeled in our study placed his feet farther forward on the ARED footplate than did the subject tested at NASA Johnson Space Center. It is possible that astronauts on the ISS are instructed to keep their CoP far back on their heels without tilting the ARED arm bar forward or backward. The easiest way to fulfill such instructions would be to shift the feet forward on the ARED footplate, in our study by approximately 7 cm (Fig. 5, top right plot) . As shown in the corresponding simulation results for altered foot positions (Fig. 6 , bottom row, þ7.5 cm case), such a forward shift would cause the peak back moment to decrease by about 15%, the peak hip moment to decrease by roughly 10%, and the peak knee moment to increase by around 10%. These changes are due to corresponding changes in the moment arm of the foot reaction force vector about each joint center. Combining these percent changes with the percent differences noted above resulting from a 70% BW replacement load produces total differences in peak muscle moments on the order of 9% low for the back, 7% low for the hips, and 8% high for the knees relative to ARED squat exercise on Earth. These peak moment differences are consistent with those shown in Fig. 5 . It is also possible that astronauts use a more anterior foot position on the ISS simply because this position feels more comfortable in microgravity conditions, for example, due to a reduction in the back muscle moment.
The lower body joints most likely to be injured by squat exercise are the lower back and knees [19] . Our altered motion simulations suggest that both CoP and foot position adjustments could potentially modify peak back and knee muscle moments in a predictable manner. However, the simulations predicted that back and knee muscle moments would always change in opposite directions, with an increase in one moment always corresponding to a decrease in the other. For example, moving the feet forward by 15 cm would reduce the peak back moment by about 30% while raising the peak knee moment by about 25%, while moving the feet backward by 15 cm would produce the same magnitude changes but in the opposite directions. This observation is the result of how the moment arms of the foot reaction force vector relative to the back and knee joint centers change with altered CoP or foot position. Thus, if a decrease in peak back or knee moment was desired, a CoP or foot position change would need to be performed with caution, realizing that an increased muscle moment would occur at the other joint.
The altered motion simulations revealed that the AP position of the CoP and the orientation of the foot reaction force vector were determined by the orientation of the ARED arm bars (i.e., the two bars connected by the shoulder bar) relative to the ARED footplate (Fig. 6, top row) . This observation can be explained by basic engineering mechanics. Consider the arm bars as a free body pinned at the bottom to the ARED "fork" and loaded at the top by a force applied by the shoulders. The moment about the pin joint must always be zero, and thus under approximate static conditions, the force acting at the top of the arm bars must be directed along the arm bars so that it exerts no moment about the bottom pin joint. Consequently, when the entire astronaut is treated as a free body, the equal and opposite force acting on the shoulders will be directed along the arm bars, and thus the foot reaction force must be directed along the arm bars as well.
Both foot-related adjustments would need to be implemented on the ISS with caution, and possibly with the addition of foot straps or some other method for maintaining foot position and orientation on the ARED footplate. In the OpenSim model, both feet were rigidly connected to the ARED footplate, and these rigid connections could generate reaction forces and moments of any magnitude necessary to prevent the feet from moving relative to the footplate. In real life on the ISS, the feet are not rigidly connected to the ARED footplate, and conditions defined by basic engineering mechanics must be satisfied so that the feet do not move. During normal squat exercise on the ISS, the foot reaction force vector remains roughly perpendicular to the ARED foot plate and the CoP remains under the feet near the heels. Consequently, no large shear forces or sagittal plane moments must be resisted at the foot-footplate interface. When the CoP position is adjusted forward or backward, the foot reaction force vector becomes tilted relative to the ARED footplate (Fig. 6, top row) , introducing a shear component of foot reaction force that could cause the feet to slip on the footplate. When the CoP position is adjusted backward or the foot position is adjusted forward (Fig. 6 , top left and bottom right), the CoP moves outside the base of support of the feet in the posterior direction, introducing a sagittal plane foot reaction moment that would cause the astronaut to rotate off the footplate. Both situations could potentially cause astronaut injury. While frictional forces under the feet may be sufficient to resist small shear forces, foot straps or some other foot fixation method would be needed to resist a large shear force or sagittal plane moment. If no foot fixation method was introduced, the safest adjustment would appear to be a posterior change in foot position, which does not introduce any foot shear forces and maintains the CoP under the base of support of the feet.
Our study possessed several limitations that are worthy of discussion. One limitation was that assumptions were required to generate altered squat motions on the ISS. No data are currently available describing how astronauts on the ISS perform ARED squat exercise differently for specified changes in foot or CoP position on the ARED footplate. In the absence of such data, we assumed that knee and back motions remained the same for all altered squat motions, since knee motion defines how deeply a squat is performed, and the back angle remains virtually unchanged during squat exercise. Thus, offsetting the ankle and hip motions by the smallest amounts possible seemed the most reasonable way to generate altered motion patterns. The average AP CoP positions produced by our altered squat motion simulations were within a few millimeters of the average positions predicted by our analytical optimization procedure, indicating that the relationship between average CoP position and ankle and hip angle offsets was indeed close to linear. Thus, use of an analytical optimization procedure to define the altered motion patterns did not introduce additional inaccuracies into the prediction process.
Another important limitation was modeling of different subjects performing ARED squat exercise on Earth and on the ISS, and furthermore, not having data from multiple subjects for both situations. Ideally data would have been available from the same subject on Earth and the ISS, and better yet, from multiple subjects under both conditions. Unfortunately, only one video of ARED squat exercise on the ISS with a clear sagittal plane view of the astronaut was available on YouTube, and only one data set of ARED squat exercise on Earth was available from NASA. Consequently, we were forced to analyze different subjects on Earth and on the ISS.
To evaluate how analysis of different subjects affected our assessment of ARED squat exercise on the ISS, we calculated the sensitivity of simulated muscle moments to changes in subject height and mass for both situations. To perform the sensitivity analyses, we scaled subject height and mass separately by 61% in our astronaut-ARED OpenSim model, performed additional forward dynamic simulations for squat exercise on Earth and on the ISS, and used finite differencing to calculate how each muscle moment would change due to a 1% change in height or mass. We found that muscle moments were relatively insensitive to changes in subject height and mass on Earth and the ISS (Table 3) , as one might expect due to the use of joint moments normalized by percent BW times the height. For the height (0.07 m, or 4%) and mass (1 kg, or 1%) differences between our two subjects, worst case muscle moment changes would be less than 2% on Earth or the ISS. Thus, we do not believe that analysis of different subjects significantly affected our assessment of ARED squat exercise on the ISS.
At least two additional limitations exist for our study. The first and most significant limitation is lack of experimental foot reaction force and motion capture data from the ISS to evaluate our predicted muscle moments. NASA researchers will hopefully be able to perform a three-dimensional biomechanical analysis of ARED exercise on the ISS in the near future, and such data could allow the predictions presented in this study to be evaluated. Second, the points digitized from the NASA YouTube video [11] were less accurate than desired since the physical points did not lie in a single sagittal plane. Nonetheless, visual inspection of our reference simulation for the ISS suggested that the digitized points provided a reasonable approximation of actual astronaut and ARED motion relative to the ISS.
In conclusion, our simulation results suggest that ARED squat exercise performed on the ISS with an additional 70% BW replacement load produces muscle moments that are of comparable magnitude to those experienced on Earth. Furthermore, our altered motion simulations suggest that large changes in muscle moments can be achieved by moving the feet forward or backward on the ARED footplate while keeping the arm bars perpendicular to the footplate, though some type of foot fixation method may be needed. Our computational predictions may be helpful to NASA scientists for modifying astronaut squat exercise prescriptions to target an increase or decrease in a specific muscle moment. Table 3 Sensitivity of peak sagittal plane muscle moments to changes in subject height and mass on Earth and on the ISS. Values indicate %BW*HT change in muscle moment per 1% change in height or mass, with percent change in muscle moment relative to largest peak muscle moment shown in parentheses. 
